Together
KiDS Do M❤RE than Survive

At KiDS NEED M❤RE we believe that people and families coping with life-threatening illness and trauma need opportunities to enjoy normal day-to-day activities. Since 1996, through the historic camp adventure program, our volunteers have provided fun activities that foster peer relationships, independence and respite.

Thank you for doing M❤RE
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We are a 501c3 nonprofit charitable organization dedicated to enhancing the lives of children, families & young adults coping with cancer and life-threatening illness.

Give M❤RE
Do M❤RE
Be M❤RE

Tel: 631.608.3135
Fax: 631.532.4944
info@kidsneedmore.org

www.kidsneedmore.org

Not affiliated with the American Cancer Society
Everything we do is run by our AMAZiNG volunteers from all walks of life. They are students, artists, police officers, teachers, social workers, nurses, doctors, fire-fighters, parents and just plain terrific people.

We offer terrific education & training opportunities. Do M♥RE with us!
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M♥RE Camp Adventure
In 1990, a group of concerned parents created a camping experience for their children diagnosed with cancer and their siblings. Camp Adventure now serves the east coast & tri-state area. It remains one of the only camps of its kind to serve child cancer patients and siblings. In 2013, a dedicated group of Camp Adventure volunteers began KIDS NEED M♥RE, to parent the camp and ensure its longevity.

Camp Adventure is a one-week sleep away camp that takes place on Shelter Island at Quinipet Retreat Center. Every year we have a theme with over-the-top events, like personal fireworks shows, concerts and carnivals. It is completely run by volunteers, including our medical team. Our dedicated team of healthcare professionals have allowed even children who are critical ill to experience camp.

This landmark children’s oncology camp, is M♥RE than a program to its members, it is what we lovingly refer to as our “Camp Family”.

“I’d give up each and every star, if we can just stay where we are. I wait for one week—every year and finally that week is here”.

- Karissa Carey
Camp Adventure Graduate & Professor at “Be M♥RE University “

M♥RE
For KiDS & FAMiLIES
We serve children and families coping with life-threatening illness and trauma.

We do M♥RE for:
• Childhood survivors
• Siblings and parents of survivors and those who are bereaved.
• Children of a parent survivor and those who are bereaved.

Together we create meaningful life experiences, that allow families to enjoy activities with other people who just “get it” while having fun.

We do M♥RE through:
• Camping Programs & Retreats, including: M♥RE Camp Adventure For kids coping with cancer
• Community Events & Activities, such as: “Day of Camp” in local hospitals — We bring the fun to those kids not well enough to come out and play.
• Mentoring Friendly visits & support from our volunteer team.

M♥RE Volunteers
Everything we do is run by our AMAZiNG volunteers from all walks of life. They are students, artists, police officers, teachers, social workers, nurses, doctors, fire-fighters, parents and just plain terrific people. We offer terrific education & training opportunities. Do M♥RE with us!

“Be M♥RE UNiVERSity”
Be M♥RE U is our program dedicated to young people ages 18—39 who have experienced life-threatening illness or trauma as a survivor or family member. It was created through our Camp Adventure graduates who needed a place to deal with their emotional and physical problems as they entered young adulthood.

Check out our event calendar for free & low-cost mini-camps and retreats for adults.

M♥RE For YOUNG ADULTS

“Be M♥RE UNiVERSity”
Be M♥RE U is our program dedicated to young people ages 18—39 who have experienced life-threatening illness or trauma as a survivor or family member. It was created through our Camp Adventure graduates who needed a place to deal with their emotional and physical problems as they entered young adulthood.

Check out our event calendar for free & low-cost mini-camps and retreats for adults.

M♥RE Volunteers
Everything we do is run by our AMAZiNG volunteers from all walks of life. They are students, artists, police officers, teachers, social workers, nurses, doctors, fire-fighters, parents and just plain terrific people. We offer terrific education & training opportunities. Do M♥RE with us!